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GNU Emacs (http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs.html) is an ex-
ample of free software (free as in freedom), which is not only available for no
charge, but can also be distributed — with or without changes — under quite
unrestrictive conditions. It is one of the oldest programs in continuous use. The
program is traditionally called an “editor”, but it is actually a full operational
environment, useful not only for editing tasks.
GNU Emacs is available for many platforms. It is included in every Linux
distribution, information about MS Windows distributions is provided at http:
//www.emacswiki.org/cgi-bin/wiki/EmacsW32 (a limited limited version is
even still available for DOS).
For almost ten years (since version 20 of September 15, 1997), GNU Emacs
has been able to work in multibyte mode which makes it possible to easily
combine various alphabets and writing systems in one text ([2]). The editor’s
multilingual features can be demonstrated by issuing the following command:
view-hello-file (C-h h)1. (the present paper is best read in hands-on mode,
in front of a computer with GNU Emacs started).
It is essential that Emacs is able to support multilinguality without relying
on the host system (with the exception of fonts, which of course must be avail-
able). At present day multilingual facilities of operating systems and graphical
desktops are quite sophisticated, but they are primarily oriented at native users
of the languages in question, and in consequence are more oriented towards
switching between various languages than mixing them in a single document.
With Emacs, non-native speakers of Japanese (philologists, linguists, learners)
can work with Japanese texts while still staying in their original locale (English,
Polish etc.).
One of the sayings about Emacs is You don’t have to like Emacs to like it —
by means of the configuration file and custom extensions the user can change the
1The name Emacs is sometimes humorously explained to stand for Escape Meta Alt Control
Shift, because the editor requires extensive use of these keys. In order to issue a command
whose name is known, the user has to simultaneously press the Alt and x keys (it is also
possible to press Escape first, and then x, then input the command’s name and press Enter;
this is customarily abbreviated to M-x view-hello-file. The abbreviation C-h means that
the user has to simultaneously press Control and h.
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Figure 1: Emacs splash screen in a window. Below the window is its status line,
and a message is displayed in the miniwindow (“window” has a specific meaning
in Emacs)
behavior of the editor so much it will barely resemble the original version. As
a consequence, everything this article describes concerns the editor configured
in a standard way. Different configuration of GNU Emacs can be found e.g. on
Japanese versions of Knoppix Live CD, cf. http://unit.aist.go.jp/itri/
knoppix/index-en.html.
2 Japanese writing
A sample of Japanese text can be viewed by issuing the help-with-tutorial
command with japanese as an argument (abbreviated to C-u C-h t j TAB).
The first line of the sample text looks like this:
*êú&K./Emacs q)'
By comparing the line with its English version, the user can deduce that it
says, more or less, Emacs tutorial. See end for copying conditions. As you can
see above, foreign names, such as Emacs, are written in Latin alphabet.
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Figure 2: Japanese tutorial. Kanji characters are in yellow, hiragana in pink
and katakana in green. To achieve this effect hi-lock-mode has been used
with regular expressions mentioned in the paper. The status line shows, among
others, the coding of the file (J means ISO-2022-JP, i.e. ISO 2022 based 7bit
encoding for Japanese).
The most complicated characters, such as,ê,ú andorigin from China.
The characters were adapted not only for Japanese, but also Korean and Viet-
namese. However, in each of these languages they have assumed slightly different
shapes (in Vietnamese they became practically obsolete, their usage in Korean is
dwindling). They have been created during the time of the Han dynasty, which
ruled China for over 4 centuries, starting from 206 B.C. In consequence they are
collectively called Han characters. In the Unicode standard (www.unicode.org)
the differences between hánzí, kanji and hanja — respectively Chinese, Japanese
and Korean versions of Han characters — is considered negligible (this Unicode
design principle is called CJK unification), the information about the language
is supposed to be provided by some higher level protocol or markup. However,
Unicode is just one of the coding systems supported by Emacs and the national
differences can be easily preserved by using language-specific character codes.
It is worth noting that some basic kanji characters have rather simple shapes,
like e.g. q above.
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The remaining characters belong to two syllabaries called hiragana and
katakana. Unlike kanji, which represent ideas (and are pronounced in various
ways, depending on context), hiragana and katakana characters represent indi-
vidual syllables of Japanese; however, the pronunciation of some of them also
changes depending on context. Hiragana is used to write grammatical words
and morphemes, e.g. *, &K./ and ' in the example sentence.
Katakana is used almost solely for writing names and other loaned words, e.g.
) (see below). It is interesting that two sizes of kana are always needed,
as the smaller characters modify the sounds of the preceding or the following
syllable, e.g in D#&?>Gthe character # modifies &, and G modifies
.
The initial attempts to write Japanese names and words with Latin alphabet
were made when the first European, and then American, missionaries arrived
in Japan. Several conventions for doing this are now in use, the most popular
being modified Hepburn’s system, which is named after the author of a 19th
century Japanese-English dictionary2. In the system vowels are pronounced like
in Latin, and consonants similarly to English; moreover the text is separated
into words by spaces, which are not used in Japanese writing. Here are some
examples of the transcription: the Japanese name for the Hepburn’s system is
transcribed to hebon shiki, Han characters to kanji, writing Japanese with Latin
alphabet to romaji, hiragana and katakana together are kana, and the regular
way of writing Japanese, i.e. using Han characters, hiragana, and possibly also
katakana combined is kanamajiri. The word) quoted above — written in
katakana, therefore loaned — becomes gaido in hebon shiki ; with some difficulty
we can recognize the English word guide in it3.
As I have said earlier, pronunciation of kana characters sometimes depends
on context. Specifically, different kana characters are pronounced in the same
way in some contexts.
The Hepburn system reflects their pronunciation, but does not convey any
information about the original shape of the Japanese text, even if it has been
written without kanji; unfortunately, this property is shared also by other popu-
lar transcription systems. Because of this, typing kana into a computer requires
different, unambiguous conventions. I have prepared a table 1 (see p. 14) which
shows the whole set of hiragana and katakana characters and their Latin repre-
sentations in GNU Emacs. The table requires some comments.
First of all, Japanese syllables can start with doubled consonants, which is
marked by preceding the syllable with #. This is input simply by doubling the
appropriate letter in Latin transcription. In consequence the table 1 should be
read in an extended way: the entry ka — also means kka — #, etc.
There is also a distinction in Japanese between long and short vowels, which
in Hepburn’s system is represented by a dash above the given letter. In hiragana,
the length of the vowel in a syllable is represented by attaching an additional
vowel to it. In katakana, it requires a special character, namely  (it is not
2Cf. http://www.kufs.ac.jp/toshokan/50/wei.htm.
3In different latinization systems the words would be spelled respectively hebon siki, kanzi,
kanamaziri.
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to be confused with K, a Han character that denotes, among other concepts,
“one”).
The table’s layout is based on a traditional Japanese way of presenting kana
characters named goju¯on hyo¯, which means “fifty sounds”. It is a table that
consists of 10 rows and 5 columns (or the other way round). The shorter side
contains 5 vowels, and the longer one 9 consonants which occupy the initial
positions in the syllables. There is an additional position for syllables that
consist solely of vowels. As it is usually the case with traditional notions, it is
not entirely adequate, because not all the fields in the table are filled. Moreover,
some kana characters do not fit in it at all.
The most important character that does not fit in this basic table is S (n,
in some contexts also transcribed as m), the only kana character that denotes
a single consonant (which, however, can function as a syllable). Its existence
leads to ambiguity of such strings as ni, which can denote a syllable (+, +) or
a consonant with a vowel (S, S). In such ambiguous situations users of
Emacs can input n by typing n’; in all the other cases it is simply n.
Kana characters not listed in the goju¯on hyo¯ table are mainly variants of
the basic ones, created by using diacritics. There are two types of diacritics:
dakuten, also called nigori, which has the form of two short diagonal lines in the
character’s upper right corner (, cf. & and '), and handakuten, also called
maru, which looks like a tiny circle (, cf. 8 and :). The set of katakana
characters is also slightly bigger than the table suggests, in order to make it
possible to write syllables that do not exist in any native Japanese words.
The main goal of table 1 is to show the whole set of kana characters. This is
the reason why it does not account for additional ways of typing them, which are
listed separately in table 2 (see p. 15) — e.g. C is more convenient to input
by typing kya (which is the way in which it is transcribed in Hepburn’s system)
than kixya, which is what table 1 suggests. Although the layout of table 2
was also inspired by goju¯on hyo¯, in some cases the decisions taken during its
preparation were purely arbitrary.
3 Coded character sets
If the user inputs, say, some Polish-Japanese text and tries to save it (C-x
C-s), Emacs will suggest a long list of possible ways to encode the text in a file
(including such surprising suggestions as hebrew-iso-8bit-with-esc). If the
only reason for saving the text was to continue editing or print it later, the best
way is to use Emacs’s native encoding, i.e. emacs-mule.
A reliable way of printing multilingual texts from within Emacs is to create
a PostScript file and either save it on a disk (e.g. C-u M-x ps-print-buffer),
or send it directly to a printer (e.g. M-x ps-print-buffer). It is possible
to obtain printouts of much greater quality by using LATEX2ε with the CJK
TEX extension (see [4]), which is available e.g. on the TEX Live CD (http:
//www.tug.org/texlive/).
If the text is to be imported into an application, one of the Unicode’s trans-
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formation formats is a viable choice, since Emacs now supports UTF-8 and
UTF-16, the latter both in Big-Endian and Little-Endian variants. However, if
the text is to be imported into a Japanese application, it might be a good idea
to choose one of the Japanese character codes, or one of the coding systems
based on the ISO/IEC 2022 standard [3]; the standard is practically equiva-
lent to ECMA-35 [1], which is available for no charge. Additional information
about coding systems available in the editor can be obtained by typing C-h C
— which means that you should simultaneously press Control and h, and then
Shift and c (it is also possible to use M-x describe-coding-system). Sim-
ilarly, information about the available character sets can be viewed by typing
M-x describe-character-set, it is also possible to view the character code
table by typing M-x list-charset-chars.
A good free source of reference for various code tables is the International
Register of Coded Character Sets to be used with Escape Sequences maintained
on behalf of ISO4 and IEC5 by ITSCJ (Information Technology Standards Com-
mission of Japan) at http://www.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/ISO-IR/. More general
information about encoding Japanese texts can be found in [5].
It should be noted that Emacs distinguishes a file stored on hard disk on
another medium and the text stored in Emacs memory (usually but not nec-
essarily an image of a file); the latter is called a buffer. Characters in a file
are represented according to a specific coding system which allows only for a
specific repertoire of characters. On the other hand, all characters handled by
Emacs can be mixed freely in a single buffer.
It is best to choose an appropriate text encoding for a file as soon as possi-
ble by typing M-x set-buffer-file-coding-system (C-x RET f); the buffer
status line will then show a symbol (e.g. = in the case of emacs-mule). It is
good to save your decision permanently in the file by placing a local variables
block in the end of it, with a proper value of the coding pseudo-variable (there
is an alternative way to save this information in the first line of the file, but
in general it is less convenient). If the file were prepared to be processed with





4 Emacs input methods
Typing, let’s say, Polish texts in the case of multilingual documents is slightly
different than with the ones that contain only Polish. In the latter situation, the
rational method is to choose an appropriate language environment in the very
beginning (M-x set-language-environment) — as a result, on every properly
4International Organization for Standardization.
5International Electrotechnical Committee.
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configured system, all the characters typed on the keyboard should be inter-
preted according to the user’s expectations. In the case of multilingual texts,
the basic language environment might be foreign; therefore, the keyboard has
to be configured individually with M-x set-keyboard-coding-system, issued
with an appropriate argument: on a Unix or GNU/Linux system configured for
Polish the argument will be iso-latin-2, on MS Windows with the support
for Polish keyboard turned on — cp1250.
If for some reason typing language-specific characters directly from the key-
board does not work as expected, we can always use one of the input meth-
ods available in Emacs, which can be accessed with M-x set-input-method
(C-x RET C-\). You can switch easily between two or more input methods
with C-u C-\ (M-x toggle-input-method), which also requires an argument,
but usually suggest a reasonable one as default.
The most convenient method for sporadic usage of Eastern European char-
acters seems to be latin-2-postfix (2< in the buffer status line), because after
typing a character that can have a diacritic attached to it, the list of possible
choices appears in the Emacs miniwindow. Unfortunately, the diacritics are not
always represented in an obvious way, e.g. the acute requires typing a comma,
and the stroke in Polish ł — a slash. The method makes it difficult to type
a real comma after words ending with a or e — the user has to either type a
space and then delete it, or turn on and turn off the input method (C-\). This
drawback is avoided in the latin-2-alt-postfix method.
The latin-2-prefixmethod (2> in the buffer’s status line) seems to be the
best one for regular use. However, it requires the user to know in advance what
keys are the diacritics typed in with. The single quote ’, following its origin
and the way it looks on a typical keyboard, is used for the acute above c, n, o,
s and z. The ‘ character is used to input all the other diacritics: ogonek6 for ą
and ę, the stroke for ł, and the dot for ż.
A complete list of all the input methods can be viewed with list-input-methods.
If you want to check if a particular method is available, and you know its name or
think that you know it, it is better to use C-h I (M-x describe-input-method)
and make use of argument value completion: pressing the tab key right in the
start will display a complete list of options; pressing it after typing in one or
two characters will display a list of possibilities that start with these characters
(if only a part of the list is visible in the window, the user can browse it with
the tab key).
5 Input of Japanese texts
Japanese input methods are intended first and foremost for native speakers of
the language, and hence they assume the user knows the pronunciation of the
text he wants to type. In the case of learners of Japanese, this means that in
order to type kanji they do not know, they need to use a traditional or electronic
6This Polish word, meaning small tail, is the official English name of the diacritic in
question.
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Figure 3: A menu for selecting kanji.
dictionary which makes it possible to look up a character on the basis of its shape
— this is a separate topic, which I will not get into in this article.
Input methods for ideographic writing systems are sophisticated programs,
sometimes used in client-server mode. Emacs has its own Japanese input method
named quail, which is a simplified version of the input method known as egg.
Both names are jocular, ‘quail’ refers to the fact that a quail egg is smaller than
a hen’s ‘egg’.
Let’s get back to our example:
*êú&K./Emacs q)'
In order to type it in Emacs, the user should choose the japanese input
method (the buffer’s status line will display its symbol: A; because the method
has several variants, the symbol will change during typing). Then, using table
1 if necessary, the user should type anataga, which will be transformed, one
syllable after another, into **. The text will be underlined, which
means that it can be transformed further — let’s simply accept it by pressing
Enter. The underlining is gone, and ** becomes a part of the buffer’s
content.
Now, using our knowledge about the pronunciation (and possibly the mean-
ing) of kanji, let’s write genzai, which will be transformed intoS. Let’s
press space now — the underlined S will change into ì (with green
background; similarly to underlining, this means that the text can be trans-
formed). Pressing space again changes the text into ê. At the same time
the input method symbol in the status line changes into , which indicates
that we are in the KKC (Kana to Kanji Conversion) mode. ê is what we
are looking for, let’s accept it with Enter and return to the previous mode.
As will be shown below, there are usually more possibilities of converting
kana to kanji, which is why the order in which they are presented is important.
It is not fixed — it follows the user’s previous selections, which are saved with
some other useful information in the .kkcrc file. If the file exists, the experiment
I have described above might have a different course.
Let’s now type mi (?) and press space. Seventeen characters have this
pronunciation: ú, ©, K, J,-, ,, M,N,L, , 5, T,,, and².
Browsing all these possibilities one by one with space would be inconvenient,
therefore it is possible to browse them in larger parts — up to 10 characters at
a time. Switching to this mode of browsing is done automatically after pressing
space for several times. The user can also force the editor to switch to this
mode by pressing l or L: a kind of a menu will appear in the minibuffer, just
like in figure 3 on page 8.
Pressing l or L further makes it possible to browse the list in both directions.
Selecting a character from the current list is done by pressing the appropriate
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digit — the number that indicates the current character is displayed in brackets.
After selecting the correct character (i.e. ú), we can accept the selection with
Enter.
We can also write genzaimi (S?) directly. After pressing space we
will obtain7ê?;ê will have yellow background, and? will be underlined.
Pressing Enter in this situation is wrong — it will accept the kanji, but the
underlined part will be ignored, and it will be necessary to type it again. The
right thing to do in this situation is to type C-f, i.e. kkc-next-phrase. It will
accept ê and proceed to converting ?.
The efficiency of typing Japanese depends very much on the way in which
the text is divided into chunks that are converted into kanji. For genzai (S
), there are only two proposals: ê and ì. However, for gen (S)
alone there are 31: , , , , , 
, 	, , , , , , , , , ê,
, S, t, , g, , , o, ¼, ¼, µ, ý, , 4 and , and for zai ()
alone there are 11: ê, í, ë, é, ì, Ü, Ø, ý, , º,  i j.
Unfortunately it does not mean that the longer the text the better the results
of the conversion are. Here is an example: let’s type genzaimitei (S?
&) — after pressing spacewe getê?&. We then proceed to converting
the next phrase by typing C-f, and as a result we get êK¡. This is not
what we wanted to obtain, so we press space to view the next proposal, but
instead of kanji the editor displays the original text in hiragana, and pressing
l or L only gives us a No alternative message. What we should do now is
shorten the phrase that undegoes conversion by typing C-i (kkc-shorter (it
has an alternative with the opposite effect: kkc-longer, available by typing
C-o) — as a result we will get êú&, which is what we need.
In order to type Emacs inside a Japanese sentence, we can simply switch
off input methods by typing C-\, or type qq8 in order to turn on (and then
turn off) the japanese-ascii input method (indicated by Aa in the buffer
status line). The q string can be easily input by typing in its pronunciation
nyuumon (nyu¯mon, +EBS). We can input the katakana sequence,  )
by typing gaido, which is converted into underlined hiragana); pressing K
(quail-japanese-toggle-kana) will change it into its equivalent in katakana,
which we can accept by e.g. pressing Enter. In the end we type desu. and
accept the resulting hiragana (').
Summing up, the sentence
*êú&K./ Emacs q)'
was input by typing (disregarding the spaces and capitals)
Anataga genzai miteirunoha Emacs nyuumon gaido desu.
The above example illustrated the most important, but not all aspects of
typing Japanese. Because of the article size limits I have skipped the issues
7The results may vary depending on the contents of the .kkcrc file.
8This stands for the quail-japanese-switch-package command.
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of punctuation, typing special characters such as :, ;or I, and using “reg-
ular” ASCII characters (hankaku, e.g. “1”, “a”) and their “full-size” equivalents
(zenkaku, e.g. “1””a”). Information about them can be found in the de-
scription of the japanese input method and its derivatives.
Figure 4: Japanese tutorial with incremental search for in progress. The first
hit is marked in violet, next hits in blue.
6 Editing multilingual text
One of the most powerful editing features of Emacs is incremental search, avail-
able in two variants: ordinary and with regular expressions. The first one can be
accessed with the isearch-forward and isearch-backward commands, which
can be issued by typing C-s or C-r. The second variant can be accessed by the
isearch-forward-regexp and isearch-backward-regexp commands, issued
by typing M-C-s, M-C-r. If an input method is active during processing these
commands, it will also be active during typing in the string or regular expression
to be found. If no input method is active, then the default one can be activated
with C-\; the desired method can be activated by typing C-^ (therefore, in the
context of incremental search, it is equivalent to C-u C-\).
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During regular expression searching it is possible to refer to character cate-
gories9; this can be done with \cC, in which C defines a category symbol, e.g.
a for ASCII characters, and l for Latin characters. Other categories are not so
intuitive, e.g. j means any character from any Japanese character set, which
can also be a Latin, Greek or Cyrillic character. Additional categories are used
to account for these distinctions, namely: k and K (various ways of encoding
katakana), r and A (various ways of encoding Latin alphanumerical characters),
H (hiragana), C (Chinese, i.e. kanji), G (Greek characters), Y (Cyrillic charac-
ters). It is best to test it all by experimenting e.g. on the code tables that can
be displayed with list-charset-chars.
Using complicated input methods directly during typing in a string or an
expression to be found requires some experience. Therefore, it is good to use a
kind of clipboards called in Emacs the kill-ring (kill is the Emacs term for cut).
The string that was put into the kill-ring last (including multilingual strings)
can be pasted as a part of the searched string by typing M-y. It should be noted
that in this context the keyboard shortcut stands for the isearch-yank-kill
command, which is not to be confused with the plain yank command — the
latter one has a slightly different effect. Using yank one time after another
changes the pasted string into a different one, acquired from the next kill-ring
element, whereas isearch-yank-kill pastes the same string all the time.
Another widely used command is replace, which also comes in several vari-
ants in Emacs: the string to be replaced can be defined directly or with a regular
expression; replacing might be unconditional, or require confirmation. The com-
mands read the definitions of the replaced and the replacing strings from the
mini-buffer. However, another instance of the mini-buffer is also used by the
input methods. They are displayed in turn in the single mini-window, which
sometimes may be confusing.
Summing up, in order to replace all the occurrences of the string *
ê with another one, we need to do the following:
1. select a Japanese input method and issue an appropriate command, e.g.
query-replace (M-%) — the order of performing these operations does
not matter,
2. after the Query replace prompt is displayed, enter anataga, which will
be converted into *,
3. accept the conversion result with Enter — while doing this, we are in the
input method’s minibuffer,
4. type genzai, which will be converted into S,
5. press space — for the right number of times10 — in order to convertS
 into kanji: ê,
9Unfortunately the categories are explained only in the source file
lisp/international/characters.el, in which they are defined.
10As it was mentioned earlier, pressing space for several times makes the input method
switch into the mode of displaying a list of possibilities that can be selected with numbers
and browsed with l and L.
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6. accept the conversion results with Enter— while doing this, we are in the
input method’s minibuffer,
7. press Enter to finish typing the string to be replaced into the command’s
minibuffer,
8. type in the replacing string in the same way.
It is worth noting that the extremely useful features of Emacs related to
comparing files and buffers that are a part of the ediff package (available e.g. in
the Tools — Compare menu) are also compatible with multilingual text; during
comparison Emacs periodically prompts the user for the coding system — it is
enough to accept the default value.
Emacs also features commands that are specific to individual languages, but
there are few of them. One example is M-x japanese-hiragana-region, which
converts all katakana characters in the region into their hiragana equivalents.
Other commands of this kind can be found easily by using a variant of the
apropos command, e.g. C-h a japanese.
7 Conclusion
GNU Emacs is undoubtedly a very useful tool for editing multilingual text. Its
weakness lies in the fact that not all its documentation is high quality — the
features that have been available for a long time are described in detail, whereas
the ones that are relatively new are not described adequately (sometimes only in
the source files). For example, character categories that have been introduced in
version 20 were not even mentioned in the manual before version 21 appeared,
similarly to the possibility of changing the input method during incremental
search. The romaji-kana conversion tables, which were available only in the
source files in version 20, are in my opinion not clear enough in version 21,
which is why I have decided to create the tables included in this article.
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B ba bi bu be bo
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C C E E G G
y xya xyu xyo
N N
w xwa
Table 1: Basic principles of romaji-kana conversion
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A I U E O
C C E E   G G
Ky kya kyu kye kyo
C C E E   G G
Sy sya syu sye syo
sha shu she sho
!C !C !E !E ! ! !G !G
& &
Ty tya tyi tyu tye tyo
cha chu che cho
+C +C +E +E + + +G +G
Ny nya nyu nye nyo
2C 2C 2E 2E 2 2 2G 2G
Hy hya hyu hye hyo
?C ?C ?E ?E ? ? ?G ?G
My mya myu mye myo
JC JC JE JE J J JG JG
Ry rya ryu rye ryo
lya lyu lye lyo
C C E E   G G
Gy gya gyu gye gyo
C C E E   G G
Zy zya zyu zye zyo
ja ju je jo
jya jyu jye jyo
' ' ' '
) ) )	 )	
Dy dyi dyu dye dyo
3C 3C 3E 3E 3 3 3G 3G
By bya byu bye byo
4C 4C 4E 4E 4 4 4G 4G
Py pya pyu pye pyo
N N     	 	
Kw kwa kwi kwe kwo
$ $ $ $ $ $ $	 $	
Ts tsa tsi tse tso
5 5 5 5 (5) (5) 5 5 5	 5	
F fa fi (fu) fe fo
N N     	 	
Gw gwa gwi gwe gwo
T T (T) T T	
V va vi (vu) ve vo




Table 2: Additional principles of romaji-kana conversion
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